Introduction
Let M and N be two complex manifolds of complex dimensions m and n respectively. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let f: M ~ S --> Pn be a nondegenerate holomorphic mapping, where S is an analytic subvariety of M and Pn is the n-dimensional complex projective space. If f fails to meet R d-dimensional hypersurfaces in normal position and R ~_ (n ~-1)/d, then f can be extended to a meromorphic mapping of M into Pn.
Let us briefly outline the idea of the proof of Theorem 1.2. After a suitable imbedding of N into a Pq has been chosen, f can be represented by certain analytic fimctions gl ..... gq. To show that f has a meromorphic extension, it is sufficient to show that the growth of gl .... , gq is not too wild near S. We control the growth with potential-theoretic methods, which are outlined in section 3.
It may be pointed out that the Riemann extension theorem implies that if codim (S) > 2, then any holomorphic mapping f: M ~ S -~ N can be extended to meromorphic mapping of M into N, whenever N is a smooth projective variety. For a background to this paper we refer to the survey article by Griffiths [3] and Carlson-Griffiths [2] .
The plan of the paper is the following. In section 2 we give the necessary background material. We prove in section 3 some technical results, and in section 4 we prove Theorem 1.2.
Notations and terminology
Let M be a complex manifold. Relative to a suitable open covering { Ui} of M, a holomorphic line bundle L is given by holomorphic transition functions fq: Ui A Uj --> C* = C ~ {0}, satisfying the cocycle condition
The tensor product L 1 @ L 2 of two line bundles L 1 and L 2 is given by multiplication of the corresponding transition functions. A holomorphic section F = {F~) of L is given by holomorphic functions Fi: Ui -~ C, satisfying the compatibility relation
The vector space of all holomorphic sections of L is denoted by H~ L).
We observe that a section F of L in a natural way gives rise to a divisor D F on M. We denote by [DF[ the support of DF, which is the set {z C M: F~(z) = 0 for some i}. Suppose F 1,...,F P are s~ctions of L and pu t
We say that F 1, . .., In the same way, we observe that the metrics on KM are in one-to-one correspondence with the positive (m, m)-forms on M.
If h is a C ~ real form of type (1, 1), then h is given locally by
We Shall say that h is positive if (h~j) is a positive definite Hermitian matrix.
We are now in a position to define what is meant by a positive line bundle. 
Some technical results
Since we are going to work in C m, we start by collecting some notation.
~-... @ , the Laplace operator. We shall from now on assume that N is a smooth connected n-dimensional projective variety and that L is a holomorphic line bundle on N and that R has property P with respect to L.
Let F1,..., F R E H~ L) be in normal position and put
| F R C H~ LR).
Hence, we can find a positive bundle T, an integer s > 0 and an
H c H~ (L R | KN)" | T -~)
such that H ~0. Let {at}=a be a positive metric on T, and let e be any positive number. We observe that
is a section of K N Q R~ in N ~ IDFI, and therefore gives rise to a non-negative (n, n)-form W in N ~ IDFI, given locally by
W= \ 2 / (a, iH, l:)'-t]F,I-2 ]-[ [log (eliFJH2)]-2dwl A dffh A . . . A dw~A dff;,.
We are now in a position to formulate the main result of this section. For a related result see Carlson-Griffiths [2] .
THEOREM 3.3. There exist two positive numbers e and c with the following property: For any domain M in G '~ (open, connected set) and any nondegenerate holomorphic function f: M --> N ~ IDF] the nonnegative function uf in M defined by f*W A V"-" = ufV m is such that log u I is plurisubharmonic and
Proof. Let W 1 be any (n, n)-form on N given locally by
and let Q be the class of subsets of {1,..., m} containing exactly n elements. If we write f = (f~,..., f,) in local coordinates, then one finds easily that
Since f is assumed to be nondegenerate, we have that is not identically zero. By using Corollary 1.6.8 in HSrmander [5] , we find that log Jf is phrisubharmonic. To show (3.4) it is therefore sufficient to prove that there exists a c > 0 such that the inequality are harmonic in M 1 it is enough to show that
where we have put u0 = s-l{A log (ai of)} --~,~1 A log (log (eHF of H2)) 2. We start by choosing e so small that cHFI] 2 < 1 in N for 1 <r <R. This is possible by the compactness of N. We localize around ]DFI. From the assumptions about F and the compactness of N, it follows that we can cover ]DFI with finitely many coordinate neighbourhoods {U}, with local coordinates (wl .... ,w,), such that for some p, 1 <p <n, there exist kl .... ,k v 1 < k 1 < k S <... 
We may as before absorb the third term of the right hand side of the inequality above into the first term by choosing e sufficiently small, and we are left with Hence we can find a c> 0, such that 0fl 2
From the inequality between the arithmetical and the geometrical mean we have
Now we have from Hadamard's inequality that of, 2 i I~-t/Ofi\l<-i<n 2 fr :
Since inf{]lF~(z)l]: z e U} > 0 for p + 1 < r < R, it follows that
for some c > 0 in f I(U). By combining this with (3.10) we get, with some c > 0
From this inequality (3.6) follows by observing that the terms a~ and 1H~] can be taken to be bounded and by applying the inequality ~ x~/"~ (~. x;) 1/~ to the last factor of the inequality above. To complete the proof we have to show that we can choose e such that log uf is also plurisubharmonic, but that is done in the same way, and is therefore omitted.
We shall now turn to some consequences of Theorem 3. 
gl (~)= Q, ~ '
Here Q is the set of all subsets of {1 ..... m} containing n elements and we have written f ~ (fl, 9 9 fn) in local coordinates (Wl .... , wn).
As an application of Theorem 3.3 we shall prove the following generalization of Landau's theorem (cf. Kodaira [7] and Carlson-Griffiths [2] ). 
t-+o0
If t> 0 is given, then we put gt(r)=nlog(8n(m+ 1))+log(t2~(t 2-r2)-2"), 0 < r < t. We construct the family { E} by putting
We now have V,(~) = exp g,(r), Ilzl/= r.
and hence the family { Vt} satisfies (a). The rest is strMghtforward verification. Next we consider the function uf as constructed in Theorem 3. We prove relation (3.14) with the aid of a classical trick due to Ahlfors [1] . From property (c) of Vt and the continuity of uf, it follows that to each t < ~, there exists a point ~ E B'~(t), such that
Since f is nondegenerate, we must have that uf(~) > O, and hence uf is infinitely differentiable in a neighbourhood of ~. Moreover, since ~ is a local maximum for log (uf/V,), we have 
uf(z) <_ A lim V,(z) = A V~(z).
This proves relation (3.14). In particular, we have from (3.13) that if f C ~o, then Arguing as in Kodaira [7] , one can from inequality (3.17) finish the proof. We omit the argument. is an imbedding. Let s eH~ E), s r 0, and put G =f-l(JDs]). We start by demonstrating that 0 is an analytic subset of D. We may assume that IIs]] < 1. It follows from Bishop's Theorem (Theorem F of Stolzenberg [8] ), that it is sufficient to show that there exists a neighbourhood U of {z E D: zj = 0}, such that
B < uf(O) <_ AV(O) =

The generalized Pieard Theorem
We get from (4.6) that n(t, ~) < K for all ~ E B,n_ 1. 
